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Hundreds of Youtube videos with millions of views show people running on a mixture of
cornstarch and water. These videos demonstrate a general phenomenon in fluid mechanics
that dense shear thickening suspensions can solidify under impact. Such processes can be
mimicked by impacting and pulling out a solid plate from the surface of a thickening corn-
starch suspension. Here, using both experiments and simulations, we show that by applying
fast oscillatory shear transverse to the primary impact or extension directions we can tune
the degree of suspension solidification. The forces acting on the impacting surface can be
modified by varying the dimensionless ratio of the orthogonal shear to the compression and
extension flows. Simulations show that varying this parameter changes the number of parti-
cle contacts governing solidification. To demonstrate this strategy in an untethered context,
we show that the sinking speed of a cylinder dropped onto the cornstarch suspension can be
varied dramatically by changing this dimensionless ratio. These results suggest that apply-
ing orthogonal shear in the context of people running on cornstarch would de-solidify the
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suspension and cause them to sink.
The scientific demonstration of people running fast on the surface of a dense cornstarch
suspension illustrates the propensity of mixtures consisting of solid particles in a fluid to solidify
under impact. The formation of a solid plug under the impacting object leads to this dramatic
increase in the normal force under fast compression or extension 1–4. Previous research has shown
that this plug forms when particles in the suspension come into contact and form force chains
5–13. Thus, prior strategies to tune this solidification have focused on preventing the formation of
these force chains in the first place by altering the volume fraction14, 15, solvent composition 16, 17
or the physical properties of particles such as their size 8, shape 18–20, surface roughness21–24, and
polydispersity 25–27. These approaches, however, do not address whether it is possible to de-solidify
a suspension once such force chains have already formed.
Here, we propose an active method to tune the solidification of dense shear thickening sus-
pensions under rapid compression and extension by applying fast oscillatory shear transverse to
the primary flow. Previous work showed that these orthogonal superimposed perturbations (OSP)
break up particle contacts under shear28, 29. We hypothesize that this approach could be used to




We test this hypothesis in the context of extension and compression flows that imitate the process
of a human foot lifting up and stepping down on the suspension surface. To perform our experi-
ments, we modified a standard Anton Paar MCR 702 rheometer to incorporate a tunable oscillatory
shear transverse to the primary compression or extension direction. To apply the orthogonal pertur-
bations, we designed a custom-built attachment that oscillates the bottom plate about the vertical
axis (see Methods and SI for details). The top plate of the rheometer is used to retract from or
compress a dense cornstarch suspension surface at constant strain rates along the vertical, z, direc-
tion. Schematics of the setup, coordinate definition and flow geometry are shown in Fig. 1a and
b. Using this apparatus we determine the normal forces acting on the top impacting or retracting
plate as a function of depth and the applied orthogonal shear perturbations.
We find that application of orthogonal superimposed perturbations dramatically alters the
suspension behavior under extension (Fig. 2a,b). For a strain rate of γ˙0 = 1.1s−1, comparable to
that of a human walking on a 20 cm deep cornstarch suspension, we observe brittle fracture as
the plate is retracted from the surface 2, 30 (Fig. 2a and video 1 in the SI). The measured normal
force FN increases abruptly to a maximum value of FMax = 22N and rapidly vanishes as the
suspension fractures (Fig. 2c). As we apply an OSP flow with a strain amplitude γOSP = 24% at
progressively higher frequencies, we observe that the cornstarch plug de-solidifies and the fracture
transitions to a necking and pinch-off detachment characteristic of liquid droplet breakup (Fig. 2b
and video 2). The normal force on the impacting plate decreases by over an order of magnitude
3
Fig. 1 Schematic of the experimental setup and flow geometries. (a) Schematic of the modified
rheometer to apply tunable orthogonal perturbations. The top plate (pink) extrudes from or pene-
trates into the surface of the cornstarch suspension. The bottom attachment (blue) oscillates about
a central pivot and is driven by a shaker that is connected via two arms that translate the horizontal
motions of the shaker to the rotational oscillations of the sample. (b) Schematic illustrations of
the experimental flow geometry and the orthogonal shear gradient in extension and compression
experiments.
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with increasing frequency (Fig. 2c). A similar decrease in normal force is observed with increasing
OSP strain amplitude (see SI). These results support our hypothesis that application of OSP flows
can de-solidify plugs formed under extensional flows.
This decrease in the normal force suggests a relationship between the strain scales associated
with force chain formation characterized by the extensional flow rate γ˙0, and the number and
amplitude of the oscillations imposed by the orthogonal perturbations 2pifγOSP . Thus, we expect
that the number of force chains will decrease with the dimensionless ratio Γ = 2pifγOSP/γ˙0.
Indeed we find that data for the maximum normal force normalized by the maximum normal force
without OSP, FMax/FMax0, all scale with Γ and collapse onto a single curve (Fig. 2d). These data,
which span strain amplitudes from 5% to 89% and frequencies from 5Hz to 50Hz, demonstrate
that the transition of cornstarch suspensions from solid-like plugs to a liquid under application of
orthogonal superimposed perturbations is governed by a single dimensionless parameter Γ.
We expect the normal force to depend on the number and orientation of particle contacts
6–12. Hence, we performed numerical simulations to gain insight into the microscopic details gov-
erning changes in normal force during extension with and without orthogonal perturbations. The
simulation follows an established approach 5, 29, 31, that combines Stokes drag with short-range hy-
drodynamic and frictional contact interactions to model thickening suspensions (see Methods for
more details). Here, the suspension is subjected to extensional flow with a superimposed orthogo-
nal shear under conserved volume and periodic boundary conditions. We extract the time averaged
normal force, FN , normalize it by the time averaged normal force without OSP, FN0, and report
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the normal force ratio FN/FN0 versus Γ in Fig. 2e (See SI for time dependent data). The simula-
tion data show very similar trends to the experimental results. More specifically, we find that as
Γ increases beyond ∼ 1 the normal force ratio decreases by roughly an order of magnitude. As
expected, the time-averaged particle contact number decreases with Γ in a similar manner (Fig. 2f).
We further characterize the time-averaged distribution of particle contact forces under extension
projected onto the xz plane. Without OSP, the particle contacts mainly orient along the x direction
corresponding to the maximum compressive axis. As OSP are applied and the average number of
contacts decreases, the distribution of contact orientations becomes more homogeneous (Fig. 2f
Inset). Thus, remarkably, despite the complicated nature of the flows characterizing thickening
suspension under extension we find that application of orthogonal superimposed perturbations de-
solidifies the plugs formed under the retracting plate.
Buoyed by these results, we test the effectiveness of our OSP protocol for de-solidifying
plugs formed under rapid compression. We fix the compression strain rate at γ˙ = 0.3s−1, which
is a bit lower than that used for extension but allows for a larger range of measurements. In the
absence of OSP, the normal force quickly increases to ∼ 50N, the torque limit of the rheometer,
within a penetration depth of a few hundred microns (Fig. 3a). As we apply OSP with a strain
amplitude γOSP = 5% at progressively higher frequencies, this increase in the normal force is
delayed to larger penetration depths (Fig. 3a). A similar increase in penetration depth is observed
with increasing OSP strain amplitude (see SI). We expect the same single parameter Γ to regu-
late the de-solidification under compression. To verify this hypothesis, we plot the penetration
depth where the normal force FN = 3N as a function of Γ. The penetration depths obtained at
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different frequencies (5Hz - 50Hz) and amplitudes (2% - 10%) overlap, showing an increase of
penetration depths with increasing Γ (Fig. 3b). Thus, we find that similar to extensional flows, the
de-solidification under compression is indeed governed by the the same dimensionless parameter
Γ.
To investigate the changes in the microstructure leading to de-solidification, we simulated
rapid compression with superimposed orthogonal shear. We plot the time averaged normal force
normalized by the time averaged normal force without OSP, FN/FN0, as a function of Γ in Fig. 3c.
As Γ increases beyond ∼ 1, the normal force dramatically decreases by roughly an order of mag-
nitude. The time-averaged particle contact number also decreases with Γ in a similar manner
(Fig. 3d). We further characterize the time-averaged distribution of particle contacts under com-
pression projected onto the xz plane. In contrast to the extensional experiments, the particle con-
tacts lie mainly along the z direction, the main compressive axis, for all values of Γ. However,
as OSP are applied, the distribution of contact orientations becomes more homogeneous (inset
in Fig. 3d). Thus we find that while the details of the compression flows may be different from
those under extension, a very similar de-solidification behavior is observed under application of
orthogonal superimposed perturbations.
Discussion
To demonstrate that these same de-solidification behaviors are relevant in an untethered context
more similar to that of a human running on cornstarch, we test the effect of the orthogonal shear on
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Fig. 2 The effect of OSP on uniaxial extension flows. (a) Snapshots of the extension experiment at
different ∆Gaps without OSP. (b) Snapshots of the extension experiment at different ∆Gaps with
orthogonal shear perturbations at a strain rate ratio of Γ = 58.2. (c) Normal force FN versus ∆Gap
for different frequencies at a strain amplitude γOSP = 24%. The shaded region bounding each
curve indicates the measured variation in normal force. (d) Normal force ratio of the maximum
normal force divided by the maximum normal force without orthogonal shear, FMax/FMax0, as a
function of the dimensionless ratio Γ. Data are obtained from experiments where the OSP frequen-
cies and amplitudes are varied. (e) Normal force ratio of the time-averaged normal force divided
by the time-averaged normal force without orthogonal shear, FN/FN0, as a function of Γ. Data are
obtained from simulations where the OSP frequency is varied. The inset shows a log-log plot of
the same curve to illustrate the onset of de-solidification. (f) Average number of particle contacts
versus Γ. The inset shows three representative radial distributions of particle-particle contacts pro-
jected onto the xz plane. The color of the three distributions plotted corresponds to the color and
Γ value of the three circled data points on the main plot.
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Fig. 3 The effects of OSP on rapid compression flows. (a) Normal force FN as a function of
penetration depth at different frequencies for γOSP = 5%. (b) Penetration depth at which the
measured normal force FN = 3N versus the dimensionless ratio Γ. Data where the penetration
depth for FN = 3N is greater than 2.9 mm - the upper bound of our measurement - are indicated by
the shaded region. Data are obtained from experiments where the OSP frequencies and amplitudes
are varied. (c) Normal force ratio of the time-averaged normal force divided by the time-averaged
normal force without orthogonal shear, FN/FN0, versus dimensionless ratio Γ. Data are obtained
from simulations where the OSP frequency is varied. The inset shows a log-log plot of the same
curve to illustrate the onset of de-solidification. (d) Average number of particle contacts versus Γ.
The inset shows three representative radial distributions of particle-particle contacts projected onto
the xz plane. The color of the three distributions plotted corresponds to the color and Γ value of
the three circled data points on the main plot.
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Fig. 4 Dependence of sinking speed on the applied OSP. (a) Schematic of the custom-built setup
used to apply OSP and drop a cylinder onto the surface of a dense cornstarch suspension. A shaker
and two lever arms were used to oscillate the suspension about a central axis. An electromagnet
was used to release a stainless steel cylinder onto the suspension surface. (b) Penetration depth
versus time for a cylinder 6 cm in diameter and 1.3 cm tall that is dropped onto the cornstarch
suspension from a height of 4 cm. (c) Sedimentation speed of the cylinder after impact as a function
of the dimensionless ratio Γ. Error bars indicate standard deviations from five measurements.
the sinking speed of an object dropped onto the suspension surface. To quantify this effect, we use
an electromagnet to release a cylinder from a given height and track the position of the cylinder as
a function of time (Fig. 4a). The sedimentation speed is obtained from the initial slope of the curve.
We find that orthogonal shear can drastically increase the sinking speed of the cylinder (Fig. 4b and
Videos 3,4 in SI). Similar to the case of the tethered rheometer setup, we expect the dimensionless
ratio Γ to control the sedimentation speed. Indeed, we find that when the sedimentation velocities
are plotted as a function of Γ, the data for different applied orthogonal frequencies and amplitudes
overlap onto a single curve thereby illustrating the applicability of this de-solidification method to
untethered contexts (Fig. 4c).
The ability of orthogonal superimposed perturbations to de-solidify plugs formed under ex-
tension and fast compression could have profound implications for the beloved science demonstra-
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tion of a person running on cornstarch. For example, if orthogonal superimposed perturbations are
applied as a person’s foot is impacting the cornstarch surface, the foot will rapidly sink into the
cornstarch. In contrast, solidifying the suspensions by turning off the perturbations once the per-
son’s foot has sunk beneath the surface, will make it extremely difficult to pull it out. Alternatively,
applying perturbations as the person is pushing off the cornstarch surface will substantially reduce
the normal forces and make it more difficult, if not impossible, to run on the suspension. These
are just some of the ideas that we hope will inspire the next generation of video demonstrations
aimed at highlighting the astonishing properties of this ubiquitous, yet surprisingly curious and
fascinating material.
Methods
Sample Preparation. Suspensions of solid fraction 54wt% (upper limit of workable solid content)
were prepared by dispersing weighted amounts of dry cornflour (Argo) in a 50wt% water/glycerol
(Sigma-Aldrich) mixture followed by intensive hand mixing for ∼ 20 min. After mixing, the
freshly prepared suspensions were left undisturbed for 30 min prior to use. Due to the high porosity
of the particles (around 30%), cornstarch adsorbs solvent and continuously expands in suspension.
Therefore, to achieve repeatable measurements, all the experiments were conducted within 30 min.
Since our experiments last only a few seconds, we did not observe any significant time dependent
behavior associated with processes such as sedimentation.
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Experimental Setup. We attached a custom-built bottom plate onto a standard Anton Paar Twin
Drive MCR 702 rheometer to couple a tunable orthogonal oscillatory shear with the primary exten-
sional flows. We translated the rheometer top plate (cone-plate geometry with diameter 25 mm and
cone 1◦) in the z direction at constant strain rates to generate extensional and compressive flows.
The bottom plate was used to apply the tunable orthogonal shear. Oscillations were achieved by
coupling the bottom plate to a vibrating shaker (Type4808, Bru¨el & Kjær North America, Inc.) via
two arms. The arms rotated the bottom plate about a central pivot to generate rotational motions.
Special care was taken to ensure the sample cell is flat and the OSP is only applied in the orthog-
onal direction (see SI for details and OSP calibration). A fast camera (GoPro) was used to record
the oscillations of the sample cell at a frame rate of 120 Hz, from which we tracked the frequency
and amplitude of the orthogonal shear.
To conduct the uniaxial extension experiments, a custom-made sample cell of outer diameter
50.8 mm, inner diameter 35 mm and depth 1.9 mm was fixed to the bottom plate. Prior to the start
of the extension, the plate was immersed 1 mm into the suspension corresponding to about the
plate thickness. To conduct the compression experiments, samples of depth 5 mm were prepared
in a glass Petri dish of outer diameter 50 mm, inner diameter 48 mm and depth 7 mm. Prior to the
start of the compression experiments, the top plate of the rheometer was immersed 1 mm into the
cornstarch suspension.
Numerical Simulation. We used numerical simulations to observe the distribution and number
of particle contacts under shear. A uniaxial extension or compression is applied along the z axis,
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and the fast orthogonal perturbations are applied with the gradient along the xz plane. This geom-
etry mimics a fluid element in the experiments. We model the trajectories of suspended particles
under combined compression/extension and orthogonal oscillatory flow. The simulation follows
an established approach 5, 29, 31, combining Stokes drag with short-range hydrodynamic and fric-
tional contact interactions and operating in the non-Brownian, noninertial regime corresponding
to a shear thickened state. The periodic simulation box contains 15000 particles (1:1 mixture of
size ratio 1:1.4) at volume fraction φ = 0.56 and is subjected to volume conserving deforma-
tions corresponding to biaxial and uniaxial extensions with superimposed oscillations. The ratio of
the oscillatory rate to extensional rate Γ (defined in the SI) is the only relevant control parameter
for the simulation. From the evolving particle positions we can interrogate the arrangement of
particle-particle contacts and calculate the stress tensor, from which normal forces and viscosity
are obtained as a function of Γ. Further model details are given in the Supplementary Material.
Data availability
The primary data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding au-
thors upon request (Email:rn362@cornell.edu).
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